
Curriculum Plan
Department/subject: ADT -  Textiles – Year 13
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year 13 Textiles Personal Investigation: Autumn Term & Spring Term 1 External Exam: Spring Term 2 & Summer Term 1
Knowledge to be
taught

Students will continue working individually on their Personal
Investigation. Students will be researching appropriate artists and
designers for their investigation.
Students will be using a variety of textile techniques exploring and
interpreting their research, developing and refining their ideas.
Students will be exploring their question through detailed evaluations,
annotations of their research and trials. They will also be sketching out
their ideas, recording their findings.
Students will also be taught the expectations of the extended essay task,
students will start writing this in Autumn Term 2. The essay is directly
linked to their personal investigation where they are explaining their
thought process and researching movements and artists that have
helped direct their investigation.
Students will investigate their starting points, develop and refine their
ideas and it will lead to a final outcome that responds to their personal
investigation.
Sketchbook, final outcome and essay will be due in Spring Term 1.

Students will receive an exam question booklet at the start of Spring
Term 2, students will spend time researching the exam questions before
choosing a starting point that they would like to explore.
Students will follow the same format for putting together their
sketchbook from previous work, students will research appropriate
artists and designers, especially any of those that are mentioned in the
exam title.
Students will investigate artists and evaluate their work critically, and
then use these findings to explore textile techniques and refine their
ideas as it develops.
Students will research, explore and record their ideas as it develops
through annotations, evaluations, sketches, photography and textile
techniques.
Students will aim their investigation into responding to the exam
question which they will then create a final outcome in response.
Students will have exam time to create their final outcome in Summer
Term 1.

Links to prior
knowledge

Embedding, updating and consolidating more detailed knowledge and
understanding of difference and similarities between GCSE assessment
criteria and A Level.
Textile techniques will be built upon from GCSE & Year 12.

Embedding, updating and consolidating more detailed knowledge and
understanding of difference and similarities between GCSE assessment
criteria and A Level.
Textile techniques will be built upon from GCSE & Year 12.



What knowledge
is assessed

Students will be assessed on each area of the assessment criteria; their
research of appropriate designers and textile artists, their exploration of
techniques, their annotations and critical evaluations, their ability to
demonstrate and explore their ideas and to create a meaningful
response to the starting point. Students will also be assessed on their
final outcome. Students will also be assessed on their essay linked to
their personal investigation. The Personal Investigation is 60% of their A
Level.

Students will be assessed on each area of the assessment criteria; their
research of appropriate designers and textile artists, their exploration of
techniques, their annotations and critical evaluations, their ability to
demonstrate and explore their ideas and to create a meaningful
response to the starting point. Students will also be assessed on their
final outcome. Students will be assessed on their ability to respond to
the exam question, this exam is 40% of their A Level.

How gaps will be
addressed

Verbal feedback and individual support given by teachers throughout
lessons.
Use detailed knowledge of assessment objectives to identify gaps in
knowledge and work.
Group critiques, allowing students to present ongoing ideas and allowing
other students and teachers to contribute suggestions.
Careful tracking of work being produced both in the classroom, directed
time and home learning.
Support given to students to enable students to work independently
outside of the classroom.

Verbal feedback and individual support given by teachers throughout
lessons.
Use detailed knowledge of assessment objectives to identify gaps in
knowledge and work.
Group critiques, allowing students to present ongoing ideas and allowing
other students and teachers to contribute suggestions.
Careful tracking of work being produced both in the classroom, directed
time and home learning.
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outside of the classroom.

Cultural capital
lessons

Reference to a wide range of individual textile artists and designers.
Summer Art Gallery visit
The Knitting and Stitching Show with the Textiles Exhibition.

Reference to a wide and diverse range of global designers, textile artists
and art movements.

Key Words Personal, Informed, Sequential, Sustained investigations, Risk taking,
Textile Techniques, Exploration, Investigation, Analyse, Describe,
Evaluate, Relate, Interpret - Linked to AO1.
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